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In a recent paper Brydges, Frehlich, and Spencer have successfully applied 
Markov chains to classical spin systems. Using probabilistic methods in a more 
systematic way, we improve some of their results. The methods can be extended to 
fields with continuous parameter such as P(4) fields. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. The idea that the Euclidean field theory can be formulated in terms 
of a “gas” of Brownian paths was suggested by Symanzik [7]. Brydges, 
Frohlich, and Spencer [ I] rigorously implemented this idea for random fields 
with discrete parameter (classical spin systems) and they proved a number of 
new results by combining the “random walk” representation with analytic 
tools. We approach the same subject using more sophisticated probabilistic 
techniques. 
We consider Markov processes with continuous time parameter. If the 
state space E is discrete, then a path of the process is characterized by a 
sequence Y,, Y, ,..., Y “,... of states through which a particle passes and by a 
sequence co, u, ,..., un ,... of times which it spends for each transition. Only 
the first sequence-a random walk Y,,, Y, ,.,., Y,, ,... -has been used in [ 11. 
The holding times Q,,, u, ,..., u,, ,... did not enter the picture although their 
probability distribution has been implicitly used in computations. 
The present paper is a natural continuation of [2], where a correspondence 
between symmetric Markov processes and Gaussian random fields has been 
discussed. If g&-y) is Green’s function of a symmetric Markov process X, 
then there exists a Gaussian random field 4 such that (#,#,) = g(x, y). 
Properties of Q (in particular the Markov property) can be studied using 
paths of X. 
The relation between X and d can be viewed from a different angle: the 
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Hamiltor ian H of 0 is equal to the Dirichlet form corresponding to X with 
the facto. f. It turns out that the process X can be used for investigating not 
only the Gaussian field d but all fields with the Hamiltonian H and rotation 
invariant single spin measures. The most general ferromagnetic coupling can 
be treatell in this way. 
In the present paper we consider only random fields with discrete 
parameter. Fields with continuous parameter, in particular P(d) fields 
correspoilding to the Brownian motion, will be discussed elsewhere. 
0.2. ,I random field is completely characterized by its characteristic 
functional J In the case of a finite parameter space E, we give two 
probabili ;tic expressions for J The first one involves the occupation field for 
X and ali integration with respect to the Gaussian measure associated with 
H. The second formula expresses f in terms of the hitting field and an 
auxiliary field whose concrete form is not substantial for our purposes (it can 
be realizc:d using Symanzik’s “gas of loops”). Properly interpreted, the first 
formula is. true for the most general fields associated with Markov processes. 
What is 1 he general form of the second formula is not quite clear yet. 
We USC each of two representations off to write down the correlations of 
all order:. for the field and to establish estimates which remain valid after 
passage liom a finite to a countable parameter space. This part is rather 
close to he sections of [ 1 ] where analogous estimates were established for 
the second-order correlations. 
We aho give a version of an integration by parts formula proved in [ 11. 
This version is closely related to the first representation of the characteristic 
functional. 
1. RANDOM FIELDS 
1.1. i L random field 4, over a finite or countable set E is determined by 
a probatility measure P on the configuration space RE. Usually P is 
constructl:d starting from a Hamiltonian and “single spin measures” y, 
associateri with every x E E. We consider Hamiltonians of the form 
H($)=-i 1 Jx,A+v, (1.1) 
X.YEE 
where Jx, = Jx, > 0 for x # y. In addition we assume that, for every x, only a 
finite nuniber of Jxy do not vanish and there exists at least one y # x such 
that Jxy ; 0. 
If E is finite and if Z = j e-H’m’y(dd) < co, then 
P(d#) = Z-‘e--H(o’y(dqh). (1.2) 
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where y(d@) = nxsE y,(d#,). If E is countable, then one considers all 
measures P which can be obtained by the following limit procedure: P(F) = 
lim P,,(F) for every bounded continuous function F of a finite number of 
spins 0,; here P, is a probability measure on R&n corresponding to a 
Hamiltonian 
and single spin measures yz, E, is a sequence of finite subsets of E 
increasing to E, and yi = yX for all n > n,(x). 
1.2. We denote by ,X the class of all finite measures p on E such that 
,u(x) > 0 only for a finite set of x and we put 
(1.4) 
A measure P on RE is completely determined by its characteristic functional 
f(,+je-mudP (l-5) 
if fG) < co for all iu E A. 
1.3. Assuming that a Hamiltonian H is fixed, we denote by (F), the 
integral of F with respect to measure (1.2) if E is finite and with respect to 
any of the limit measures if E is countable. A considerable part of the theory 
does not depend on the assumption that the spin measure y is the product of 
single spin measures. For a finite E we put 
[Fl, = j e-“(‘)F(#) y(@); 
hence (Q, = [Fly/[ llY. We drop the subscript if y(dq3) = d# is the Lebesgue 
measure. Hence (F) means the expectation corresponding to a Gaussian 
measure. 
For the case of a finite set E we give two representations of the charac- 
teristic functional f&) = (e-mu)y in terms of Markov processes associated 
with Hamiltonian (1.1). We use these expressions to evaluate correlation 
functions (d,, #,, ... #,, > y for infinite E. 
1.4. Along with real-valued random fields we consider fields with values 
in an I-dimensional Euclidean space R’. The product #,d, in formulas (1.1) 
and (1.3) should be understood as the inner product in R’. We assume that 
single spin measures yX are rotation invariant. For absolutely continuous 
measures, rotation invariance is equivalent to the condition that the density 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure in R’ is a function of 4’. 
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Rotation in variance of y, implies that the measure P given by formula 
(1.2) dol:s not change if all spins #, are transformed by the same orthogonal 
mapping Hence the probability distribution of 4:: = v . 4, depends only on 
the length ( o 1 of the vector V. 
A vector-valued random field is completely characterized by the functional 
./X4 VI= (e-mL)y, 
if fb, u) < co for all v E R', P E A. Note that f@, U) depends only on 1 v 1. 
2. MARKOV PROCESSES; POISSON POINT PROCESSES 
2.1. 4 Markov process X, with a continuous time parameter t and an at 
most countable state space E is determined by its local characteristics ax,,: 
given thr.t X, = x, the probability of the event X,, s = y does not depend on 
the past xfore t and is equal to a,,6 + o(6) for y # x and to 1 + axxs + o(6) 
for y = X. A matrix (a,,) determines a Markov process if and only if uXy > 0 
for x # J, uXX Q 0 and C, ax. < 0 for all x. We put a, = -uXX and we assume 
that a, ; 0 for all X. 
A typical path can be described by a diagram 
Y,Z Y,Z . . . y/s y,+,- . . . y,Aa. 
Here Y, is the initial and Y, is the final state. A particle stays at Y, during a 
random ime interval [a,, a,, + I), where 
(ro=o, (X”+l=a”+a, for n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (2.1) 
At time I;= an+, the particle jumps from the final state Y, to a “cemetery” 3 
which is not included in E, and after that it stays there forever. A value of q 
can be irltinite, in which case a path does not terminate. 
The sequence Y,, Y, ,... is a discrete Markov chain with the one-step tran- 
sition prclbabilities 
e, Y) = %y/% for x #y, x(x,x) = 0. (2.2) 
The difference 1 - C,, x(x, y) represents the probability x(x, a) of a jump. 
from x to the cemetery. 
To evc:ry initial state x E E there corresponds a measure P, on the space 
L! of pat IS. We denote by $F the minimal u-algebra in 0 which contains all 
sets { Y,, = y }, n = 0, 1, 2,..., y E E. The conditional probability distribution of 
u,,, cr,,... is given by the formula 
P,{oo > t,, 0, > tl,“‘, u,>t,I~}=exp (2.3) 
2.2. Let 
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rr = [’ 1,(X,) dt, VI= 2 l,(Y,). 
} the hittingfleld. We note 
‘0 i=o 
We call r = {rL} the occupation field and v = {v, 
that 
and that 
where 
p.(l)=$+ -t for t>o, p,(t) = 0 for t < 0 
is the Gamma distribution. Formula (2.4) follows from (2.3) because the 
total time r, spent by the particle at z consists of v, intervals; given j?, the 
lengths of these intervals are conditionally independent and have an 
exponential probability distribution with parameter a,. 
2.3. Green’s function of the process X, is defined by the formula 
&9 Y) = p, ry ’ (2.5) 
The expected time of staying at y after each hitting of this state is l/a,. 
Therefore 
a,, g(x, y) = P,{ number of n such that Y, = y } = g X,(X, y), (2.6) 
n=o 
where n,(x, y) = P,{ Yn = y}. We note that 
P,(Y, = Y, tt = n) = Z”(X, Y) 709 8) 
and 
P,(v < a, Y, = v) = ay g(x, y) Q, a). 
Suppose that 
n,(-% Y) > 0 for some n (2.7) 
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and 
Then P,(P < co, Y,, =v) > 0 and the conditional probability distribution 
p:(c) = P,(C) I? < a, y, = Y) 
is well defined. 
It is mcae convenient to deal not with Pl but with the measures 
px, = g(x, Y) p: * (2.9) 
Suppose t rat (2.7) and (2.8) are satisfied for all x, y. Then to all measures p, 
@ on E th’:re corresponds a measure 
(2.10) 
on 0. Formula (2.3) holds for all measures P,,. 
We not’: that 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
By a simple computation we get 
P,,{Y, =Y1,-9 Y,=Y,, y,,, =a1 
= a;‘P,{ Y, =y ,,..., Y, =y,) l,,,,y. (2.13) 
Hence for every function F 
P,,F( Y, ,..., Y,) I,=, = a;‘P,W’,,..., Y,-,,Y) l,,zy. (2.14) 
2.4. L:t A be an arbitrary measure on E. We consider a Markov process 
X, with 1o:al characteristics a,, and a Markov process zt with local charac- 
teristics 
4, = axy for x#y, a; = a, + i(x), (2.15) 
and we si y that XC is obtained from X, by killing; A is called the killing 
measure. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Green’s function of the killed process is given by the 
formula 
i(x, y) = Px, e-““. (2.16) 
Proof: We have 
A(r) = 2 Wi) 01 ontheset {q=n), 
0 
and by (2.14) the right side of (2.16) is equal to the sum over all n of the 
expressions 
a; ‘P, exp (- $’ A(yi)ui-n(Y)u~) lY,=y’ 
It follows from (2.3) that (2.17) equals to 7?,(x,y)/c,,. Hence (2.6) implies 
(2.16). 
2.5. Let P be a finite measure on a measurable space (a,.Y). The 
Poisson point process can be defined as a random configuration 
a = {w, )..., oL} in 52 with the following properties: 
2.5.A. The variable L has the Poisson probability distribution with 
parameter P(Q), i.e., 
Prob{L=n)=n! . w9” e-Pul) 
2.5-B. Given L, wI ,..., w-~ are conditionally independent and have the 
same probability distribution P(s) = P(.)/P(Q). 
We denote by M the probability law of w. This is a probability measure 
on the configuration space Con(B). For every positive measurable function 
F on Con(n). 
F(o, ,..., con) P(dco,) ..- P(do,). (2.18) 
We call M the Poisson expansion of the measure P. 
Let f be. a function on 0. Its stochastic integral Z(f) is a function on 
Con(Q) defined by the formula 
L 
The Poisson expansion of a random field (4, P) is the random field (@, M), 
where @I = I(#,), x E E. 
580/50/2-4 
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It follows from (2.18) that 
ePk-4 =ePw’~e-‘lfl (2.20) 
From the point of view of a physicist, the Poisson point process describes 
an ideal gas. 
3. FIRST MARKOV REPRESENTA~ON OF THE 
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL; INTEGRATION BY PARTS 
3.1. We consider a Hamiltonian 
HW=--f C axy~x~y, 
X.YEE 
(3.1) 
where thl: aXy are local characteristics of a Markov process X,. The class of 
the ranclom fields corresponding to (3.1) is the same as the class 
corresponding to Hamiltonian (1.1) if ax,, = JXy for x # y (but each measure 
P corresponds to the modified single spin measures). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (, be a real-valued random field over a finite set E 
with Harliltonian (3.1) and spin measure 
YW) = qU2/2) 4. (3.2) 
Then 
where 
and (T, Al,) is the Poisson expansion of the occupation field (5, ~,,/2). 
ProojI It suffices to prove (3.3) for functions 
q(r) = eeA(“, AEM. (3.4) 
Indeed tie set of functions q for which (3.3) holds is a linear space closed 
under bc unded convergence and under monotone convergence. Functions 
(3.4) genxate the Bore1 u-algebra in RE and they form a class closed under 
multiplicittion. Hence if (3.3) holds for functions (3.4), it holds for all 
positive Ilorel functions (see, e.g., [5, p. 11 I). 
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If q has form (3.4), then (e), is the expectation with respect to a Gaussian 
probability distribution and therefore 
(e-“ti)y = e(4)V. (3.5) 
We note that 
WY) = g(x9 Y), (3.6) 
where g is Green’s function defined by (2.5). Hence 
(!Q, = Fy P(X) Y(Y) (My)y =c P(X) P(Y) &JJ), 
X*Y 
where g(x, y) is Green’s function of the killed process with the killing 
measure 1. By (2.16) and (2.10) 
(qif ), = P,, esA(“. (3.7) 
By (2.20) 
exp(P,,ePA(‘)/2) = ePIIY(*)I*MLle-‘(A(‘)). (3.8) 
By (2.11) P,,@(0) = 01, cc),. Obviously Z@(r)) = A(Z(r)) = A(Z). It follows 
from (3.9, (3.7), and (3.8) that 
[e-*ue -AW/2)] = e~)~,[e-A’m’12+“]* (3.9) 
Hence (3.3) is true for functions (3.4). 
3.2. Formula (3.3) implies that 
(e-9, = 44 @fwqM2 + WMW)). (3.10) 
Using (2.18) we can rewrite (3.10) in the following extended form: 
(e-%= 2 ‘I “=O n! nn 2-“(q(@2’2 + T)) P,,(dw,) . . . P,,(hJ M9ww 
(3.11) 
Here T(w, ,..., 0”) = 5(q) + a** + 7(w,). 
Takingy=s,d,,+ --- + snsxn (6, is the unit mass concentrated at x) and 
comparing coefficients at s ,,..., s, in both sides of (3.1 l), we get 
(h, *-- h,)y= 0 for n odd, 
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where the sum is taken over all (2m)!/2”m! ways of writing l,..., 2m as m 
distinct unordered pairs (i, J,),..., (i,,jJ. For m = 1 we have 
(9x9,), = pxyt(q(#*P + WMWN 
If q= 1, ‘hen (3.12) and (3.13) imply that 
(3.13) 
;ian which is a well-known representation of higher moments of a Gausr 
measure in terms of its second moments. 
3.3. We have 
14) 
THEOR’ZM 3.2 (Integration by parts formula). Let y be given by formula 
(3.2) with a bounded q. rf F is a function of class C’ on RE and if 
~IF~xll < co? 
where F,, = aF/@,,, then 
[IFylJ < aIJ for all y E E, (3.15) 
(3.16) 
(7 is the c ccupation field). 
Prooj It is suficient to prove (3.16) for functions q of form (3.4). An 
e1ementar.f integration by parts yields that for an arbitrary Gaussian expec- 
tation (.)) 
(W) #x>y = c buy>, (F,m,. (3.17) 
Y  
If y is giv:n by (3.2) and (3.4), then by (3.6) and (2.16), ($x#y)Y= g’(x, y) = 
P 
XY 
e-‘(“. By substituting this value into (3.17) we get (3.16). 
3.4. A 11 formulas of Subsections 3.1 and 3,.2 are true for vector-valued 
fields if we replace 4, by #E, 1vI = 1. Formula (3.16) holds for df: and the 
derivative Fi of F with respect to (,, in the direction v. 
4. SECOND MABKOV REPRESENTATION OF THE 
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL 
4.1. Theorem 3.1 represents the characteristic functional f 01) through 
the occtqation field 7 and the Gaussian expectation corresponding to 
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Hamiltonian H. Now we apply formula (2.4) to expressfb) in terms of the 
hitting field v and we eliminate the Gaussian integration using a certain 
auxiliary positive-valued random field. As a result we get a formula forfk) 
which is applicable to all spin measures y with the properties: 
4.1.A. [ 11, = 1 e-H’@‘y(d#) < co. 
4.1.B. y is invariant with respect to all transformations of (R’)E of the 
form 
n uxv (4.1) 
XEE 
where the U, are arbitrary orthogonal transformations of R’. 
The second Markov representation off@) reveals the connection between 
the interaction of spins and self-crossings of the paths. In contrast to (3.3) 
(and (3.16)) th is representation involves, in a very substantial way, the 
number 1 of the spin components. 
4.2. The realizations of the hitting field are elements of the space Z”, , 
where Z, = (0, 1,2,...). We say that m, n E Z”, are disjoint if mzn, = 0 for 
all z E E. Let K be a strictly positive function on ZE, . We say that K is 
multiplicative if K(m + n) = K(m) K(n) for every disjoint m and n. This 
implies 
where K, are strictly positive functions on Z, and K,(O) = 1. There exist 
uniquely defined numbers ai > 0 such that 
K,(j) = Z$+?=f . . . 8’; for all z,j. (4.3) 
We call 8’: the factors of K. We deal with the situation when the factors are 
monotone decreasing, 
a;>&?;+’ for all i, z. (4.4) 
It follows from (4.4) that 
K(m + n) <K(m) K(n) for all* m, n. (4*5) 
4.3. The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let $, be an RI-valued random field with Hamiltonian 
(3.1) and a spin measure subject to conditions 4.1.A and 4.1.B. Then 
(e-‘; > y = (em”:) 
I R5 
MLK’(N) z(dt). 
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Here (N, Mi) is the Poisson expansion of the hittingfield (v, (u2/2) PUN), K’ 
is the multiplicative function on Z”+ with factors 
8: = 2a, t,/(l + 2(i - l)), (4.7) 
and n is 11 probability measure on RE, of the form 
nW = j- y(dw) P(W B)v (4.8) 
where, fo,* every w  E (R’)r, p(w, .) is a measure on R: concentraled on the 
set {t: 0 d. t, < w:/2 for all L E E}. 
4.4. 1 he rest of Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. In the 
process we give an explicit expression of p(w, B). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 
where 
[Fld=/ep hd”‘F(<) d& (4.9) 
(4.10) 
is the diaironal part of Hamiltonian (3.1). Then there exists a positive-valued 
random field (w, p) with the characteristic functional 
T(J) = &-@u = log([e-e(~“2’]/[e-r(f2’2)]d). (4.11) 
Proof: We consider diagonal matrices M and D with diagonal entries 
p(x) and (I~, respectively, and we put A = (a&, J = D + A, i@ = M + D. We 
have M - A = @ - J and therefore 
[em rr(*2’2’l _det-“‘(A-J)=det-,,2(~ a-l4 
YW2) [em Id det -‘/*A4 
Hence 
r(u)=-+trlog(l-ni-iJ)=-$ $$ +tr(fi-‘J)“. 
n-l 
The series converges for all ,D EM. Its terms are products of functions 
h,01) = 6% +dW’ 
with positive coefficients. Since h, are completely monotone, so is f’ and 
Lemma 4.1 follows from a theorem of Bernstein (see, e.g., [3, p. 4151). 
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4.5. First we evaluate the unnormalized expectation [e+:],, for the case 
of a measure y given by (3.2) and (3.4). 
We note that 4: =#z, where ,u, = 1 u 1 p and u0 = v/l u ( has length 1. 
According to Subsection 3.4, formula (3.3) implies 
[e-“:I,= eOlo)M,e[e-~(m2’2+T)]. (4.12) 
By (4.11) and (2.20) 
k- W/2)] = e&=-ye-w2’]d 
= [ 1]&+~*‘2+s))& (4.13) 
where (S, n?) is the Poisson expansion of the field (w, p). It follows from 
(4.12) and (4.13) that 
[e-*ily= [l] (e+)Mi X@(q(r2/2+ T+S)),. (4.14) 
4.6. Let Jy be the u-algebra in the configuration space Con(a) generated 
by the field A? It follows from (2.4) that 
On the other hand tz is the sum of squares of 1 independent Gaussian 
random variables with mean 0 and variance a; ‘. Hence the probability 
density of f<i is a; 1p1,2(u,fZ). The class of the Gamma distributions is 
closed under convolution and therefore, given X, the probability law of 
T, + i<,’ has the density a; ‘JJ~,+~,~(u~ fL). 
For every n E Z”, we put 
c,(t) = n a; ‘I+,2 t n,@z 4). (4.16) 
L 
It follows from (4.16) that 
ML X fi(q(r2/2 + T + S)), = M; X fi j q(r + S) cN(t) dt 
= lkf; + it? 
f 
q(t) cN(t - S) dt, (4.17) 
where integration is over RE, . Changing variables by the formula t, = f w: 
we note that, for every positive Bore1 function h on R:, 
f q(r) h(t) df = l~;‘~’ f IV’-‘h(w2/2) y(dw), (4.18) 
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where b, is the surface area of the unit sphere in R’, W = fl, 1 w, ( , and (E ( is 
the cardi rality of E. By (4.14), (4.17), and (4.18), 
[e’“l, = b;lEl[ 11 (e-@i) ME x A2 j W2-&(d/2 - S) y(dw). (4.19) 
Since 14.19) holds for all y given by (3.2), (3.4), it holds for y of form 
(3.2) wit11 an arbitrary positive Bore1 q. If a measure y satisfies conditions 
4.1.A ant1 4.1.B, then so does its restriction to every set B,,, = {u: 0 < r < 
1 v,J <R for all z E E). Therefore it is sufficient to prove (4.19) for measures 
y concern rated on B,,, . We choose a positive continuous function h on the 
real line lvith compact support and the integral equal to 1. Functions 
are invar (ant with respect to transformations (4.1) and therefore fk(#) = 
q&*/2). Hence (4.19) holds for the measures y&Q) =fj(#) d#. It holds for y 
because y JF) + y(F) as k + co for every function F which is continuous in a 
neighborn hood of B,,, . 
4.7. 10 get (4.6) we note that 
c,(t) = Cd4 K’(n) (4.20) 
and we Pitt 
w(B) = Z-‘fij” W2-‘l&72 - S) c,(d/2 - S) y(dw), 
where 
z = ia . wz - %,(d/2 - S) y(dw) 
! 
is the nor:nalizing factor. 
For every F, 
jF:I) I = Z-‘tij W’-‘F(W~/~ - S) c&d/2 - S) @w). (4.21) 
By (4.20) and (4.21), 
j K’(n) 7r(df) = z-‘fG j wZ-‘c&v2/2 - S) y(dw). 
BY (4.1% 
Ie-‘:ly = a(e-@:) it4; j K’(N) 7+fr), 
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where a does not depend on ,u. Taking ,U = 0, we see that a = [ llY (since 
K’(O) = 1) and we get (4.6). 
4.8. We have 
COROLLARY. Let 4: be Cartesian coordinates of 4, and let 
(4.22) 
(condition 4.1.B implies that this expression does not depend on i). We have 
r(q ,..., x,J = 0 for odd k and 
rtx, ,..., xznr) = 2 pqx,, x * -* x P x,,xi, _(_ K’(N) Wt). (4.23) PliirillgS 
For every i, ,..., i,, 
where Ci,. . . it are constants. 
Proof: Let F(x ,,...,x& be the right side of (4.23). In the same way as 
(3.12) has been deduced from (3.10), we get from (4.6) that (tip, . . . d5;,), 
vanish for odd k and that 
K, *** 6:2,>y = (v72)” qx, )...) XZm). 
Both sides are polynomials in v’,..., v’. Comparing coefficients of these 
polynomials, we prove (4.23) and (4.24). 
5. EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF CORRELATIONS 
5.1. A metric in E corresponding to Hamiltonian (1.1) is defined in the 
following way: d(x, y) is the minimal number k such that 
JXY, JY,Y2 ... JY,-,Y > 0 for some y, ,y, ,..., yk-, . (If a Hamiltonian has form 
(3.1), then d(x, y) is the minimal k such that q(x, y) > 0.) For every finite 
subset B of E we denote by p,(B) the maximal number p with the property 
that there exist m + 1 points x, ,..., x,+ , of B such that d(xi, xi) > p for all 
i#j. 
Let #, be a random field over E with Hamiltonian (1.1) and rotation 
invariant single spin measures. Then all correlations of odd order vanish. We 
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say that ,:orrelations decay exponentially if there exist constants c > 0 and 
O<p< 1 such that 
-(x , )..., X2m) < Cp~(+--X~~’ for all m = 1,2,... and 
all x, ,..., x2,,, E E. (5.1) 
In partict lar, 
r(x, y) < cpd(x3y). (5.2) 
To get an estimate (5.1) it is suffkient to prove a uniform estimate of this 
form for finite fields corresponding to Hamiltonians (1.3) and to justify 
passage t) the limit. (The second part is trivial if single spin measures have 
compact ~pports). 
5.2. E’or a wide class of random fields, the exponential decay of 
correlations follows immediately from 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9, be an R’-valued random field with Hamiltonian 
(1.1). Su, pose in addition that 
5.2.)~ J,, = 0. 
5.2.11. For all x, xx+, JxY = J, < J. 
5.2.t:. For every x, y E E, either Jxy = 0 or Jxy > &lx. 
5.2.1). Single spin measures yx are rotation invariant and are concen- 
trated on the ball {v: Iv1 <R}. 
I! 
p = (JR ‘/l)( 1 - 2S/(l+ 2)) < 1, (5.3) 
d-q ,..., 
X2m) < c c /y'W,.xj,) +. . . +d(QQ,'. (5.4) 
pSi~lllgS 
Here c is a constant which depends only on J, 6, and 1. 
Prooj It is sufficient to prove (5.2) for a finite set E and for 
Hamilton ian (3. l), where ax,, = JxY for x # y, 0 < a, < J,. 
It follaws from 5.2.D and (4.8) that t, & R2/2n a.e. Hence 
K’(N)< (R2/2)"(Wl)+...+tl(Om) K’(N) rr-a.e. 
and by c1.5) and (4.23) 
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r(x, ,***, X*m) 4 C h(xl19 xjI) “’ h(Xi,) xj,)’ (5.5) 
PSiriflgS 
where 
We put 
h(x, y) = qw2)n WI). 
K(Y,,Y,,...,Yk) =oo~ 
where 
% = i: lz(Y,). 
i=O 
By (4.2) and (4.3), 
K(Y,,...,Yk) = K(YO9...9Yk-1) q,, (5.6) 
where j is he number of elements in { yO,..., yk} equal to Y,. If d = d(& Y), 
then 
h(x,y) = 5 (~2/2)kJyq+. 
k=d 
By (2.14), (5.6), and (4.7), 
Hence (5.4) will be proved if we show that, for every i, 
PJW,,..., Yl) Q (sa/l) P~K(Y~,***, Yi-l), 
where 
(5.7) 
a = 1 - 26/Q + 2). 
It follows from (5.6) that 
P,K(Y,,..., r,) < P/O PAY, ,..., Yi- 1) U, (5.8) 
where 
I 
U=l - 
2 
Yl-2f yi -I-- + I+ 2 lY,-,=Y, - / + 2 lyt-2=y,- 
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We note that 
and there fore 
P,{Ul y,,..., yi-,} = l - (2/1 + 2, 71(yi-1V yi-2)* (5.9) 
For P,- almost all w, rr(Yi-*, YipI) > 0, hence rr(Yi-,, YipJ > 0 and, by 
5.2.C, K( I’-,, Y,-J > 6. Thus (5.8) and (5.9) imply (5.7). 
5.3. “he next theorem is based on the so-called chessboard estimate 
(5.10) 
(see, e.g., [4]). This estimate is an implication of reflection positivity and it 
holds, for instance, if E is a finite Abelian group with generators e, ,..., e, and 
if 
J,., = 1, for y=xfei, J,,=J<2s, 
J,, = 0, for the rest of x, y. (5.11) 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that a random field 4, with Hamiltonian (3.1) 
and singl? spin measures 
~.xW) = qM2/2) 4 (5.12) 
satisfies 1 he chessboard estimate (5.10). Put 
a = sup a,, f(t) = z n qw2 + 0 z 
)/( Ij qbw)). 
Zf q(t) is monotone decreasing, then 
r(x, ,..., rZm) < C g(xi,, xi,) -. . g(xi,, xi,) /lmaxkd(xi~*x~~‘, (5.13) 
pairings 
where g(J;y) is Green’s function defined by (2.5), (2.6), and 
/3 = (Imf (t/a) e-’ dt) “IE’. 
0 
(5.14) 
Proof: The proof is based on formula (3.12). 
Put z CL B if Yi(oi) = z at least for one pair i, j. Since q is monotone 
decreasin,;, so is f and, for u E B, f (7’,) <f (a,) where, by (2.3), the holding 
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times u, are conditionally independent and exponentially distributed, given 
Y,(wj), i = l,..., q(wj), i = 1, 2 ,..., 2m. 
For every measure P = PXilXj, X .-. x PXimXjm, by (5.10) 
where 
p, = r a,e-‘“f(t) dl)‘iE’ = (1; e-‘f(t,a,) dt) “‘E’ <p. 
0 
The cardinality of B is larger than or equal to d(x,,, xj,) for every 
k = l,..., m. Taking into account (2.11) and (2.12), we get (5.13) from 
(3.12). 
COROLLARY. Let E be an s-dimensional lattice, i.e., an Abelian group 
with generators e, ,..., e, of infinite order. Let 
JX,=l for y=xfei, J,, = -2s, 
JXy = 0 for the rest of x, y. 
Ifs > 3 and if q(o0) < q(O), then correlations decay exponentially. 
ProoJ To prove this, we consider the subgroup A, of E generated by 
ke i,..., ke, and we apply Theorem 5.2 to the Hamiltonian on the torus 
E, = E/A, defined by (5.11). It is shown in [l] that there exist to and a < 1 
such that f (to)l’iEkl < a for all sufficiently large k and all sufficiently small 
6 = 2s -J. Therefore there exists /I < 1 such that, for all sufficiently small 6, 
(5.13) holds for the field over E with the Hamiltonian H + 46 C 4:. The 
corresponding Green’s functions are uniformly bounded. Thus (5.13) implies 
(5.1). 
Remark. Uniform estimates for j3 are obtained in [ I] also in the case 
s = 1 and 2 under stronger assumptions on q. By [ 1, Lemma 4.31, (5.2) 
follows from (5.13) despite the fact that Green’s function tends to 00 as 
d+ 0. 
5.4. In conclusion we give an example of applications of the integration 
by parts which we reproduce, changing only notations, from [ 11. 
We assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied and we 
associate with every function h such that [I h(#)j] < co a function f,, defined 
by the formula 
fhW = w*/2 + 0 wwMd*/2 + 01, fERE,. 
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We note that 
(5.15) 
where 
Y,(4) = 4w + 4 43 qx = - $ [log q(#2/2 + r)]. 
I 
The righ. side of (5.15) is negative for a wide class of h and q by the so- 
called GSiths II inequality. Therefore, for all t E RE,, J,(t) <fh(0), which 
implies 
Mw + t) wol G w2/2 + Gl vw),~ (5.16) 
Suppo re that (5.16) holds for all partial derivatives F,, of a function F and 
that F sstisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2. By (3.16) and (5.16), 
[FM) #xl,< c f’x,[(#2/2 + 711 (Fy),. 
Y  
Taking illto account (3.13), we get 
(F(4) h y Q c (!uy)y WY (5.17) 
Y  
In the G.tussian case (y(d#) = d#) this formula is true with the equality sign. 
Let IV be a.class of functions F on RE which have the form 
where every F” is either odd or even and (Fx)‘, (Fx)” > 0 on [0, co). The 
Grifiths II inequality (fg), > (f),(g), holds for all f, g E W (see [6, 
p. 1201). 
Therefore (5.17) is true for all F E W and all y of the form 
4:w 2 0 on [0, co). 
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